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INTRODUCTION
Years of procrastination have passed since we left
Rochester. I can vividly recall the advice to complete
this required thesis report before leaving academia.
As the interim indicates, I now concur ... though down to
the wire. Over two years in and out of depression,
wondering why the struggle and intensity of graduate school
have not confirmed this MFA candidate employment in his
chosen career. Certainly the involvement and completion
of thesis (a dramatic short) should convince potential
employers that I would provide them a competent employee.
For the striving filmmaker to consider their academic
efforts a key to the film industry, would be a mistake.
More importantly, your work should provide an expansion
of your own creative consciousness in whatever your medium.
This paper, essentially a chronology of the production,
"CHECKS & BALANCES," will hopefully provide some insight
into potential errors, personality conflicts, laymen's
ignorance of the complexities involved in production and
other difficulties one might encounter in contrast to the
satisfactions derived from the accomplishment of a film
production.
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Since my personal aspirations are in the area of
dramatic cinema (specifically cinematography and direction),
this report will ideally provide a guide of do's and don't 's
to those with similar interests. I should also add that
the project was undertaken despite initial faculty
discouragement in the area of theatrical cinema. The
predominant concern being lack of experience in dealing with
the actor ego/personality. Explaining my own dramatic
experiences as an undergraduate, I indicated that I had my
own ego as a point of reference and as a result found less
negative response to the proposition.
Any filmmaker should find information and perhaps
entertainment in the situations encountered during the
production and completion of "CHECKS & BALANCES."
One must keep in mind the differentiation of the
academics and realities of cinematic involvement. It is
most important to maintain a perspective of the relationship
of creativity and ego with regard to the necessity of making
concessions when confronted with changing situations. The
deviation from a pre-planned structure must not be mistaken
for inconsistency. The human animal is not perfect and
must learn to accept better ideas... ego be damned.
I'm certain that I encountered most possible mistakes but
also feel most confident because, as a result, I have also
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learned and overcome many of my technical and creative
limitations as applied to film production. Perhaps your
interest in this report will help you avoid similar
mistakes and better relish the positive aspects of production
without the stigma of negative/positive comparisons. If
I don't repeat my mistakes, the investment will have paid
well.
It is with sincere thanks to all involved that I
begin this straightforward and hopefully objective report
of cast, crew, faculty and my own actions regarding the
project, "CHECKS & BALANCES."
The production is a group expression of political
malady that confronts a world population. Without the
dedication to purpose of faculty, administrators, fellow
students and friends and the unselfishness and creativity
that joined a determined cast and crew, the completion of
the project would have been impossible.
In retrospect, the project becomes my own proverbial
COMEDY OF ERRORS ... yet , an event to be cherished in my
memory .
Step one: Presenting a proposal.
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THESIS PROPOSAL
for the Master of Fine Arts Degree
Film and Television Department
School of Photographic Arts and Sciences
College of Graphic Arts and Photography
ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
"CHECKS AND BALANCES"
Purpose: The production of a 16mm, sync sound,
color film of 15-20 minute duration. To
be produced, directed and photographed by
this MFA candidate; "CHECKS AND BALANCES",
an original screenplay by Michael F. Rothman,
copyright 1974 by the author. Film rights
owned by the producer through mutual
agreement with the author.
Submitted by: Henry R. Blaustein, 4/12/74
Thesis Board:
Chief Advisor, Martin Rennalls
Film and Television Department Faculty, RIT
Professor
Associate Advisors, Richard Floberg
Film and Television Department Faculty, RIT
Professor
Robert Trussell
Filmmaker /CCCE Instructor, RIT
Colleague
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SCOPE OF THE THESIS:
To encounter the problems, both technical and conceptual,
that a producer/director would encounter during a theatrical
film project .
To convey the sense of paranoia and fear of the potential
of massive data banks inherent in the author's script.
To emphasize the author's concept through use of and
juxtaposition of sound and picture to afford a sense of
sterility and hopelessness at one man's effort to expose
bureaucratic intrusion of the right of privacy.
PROCEDURES :
*
Gathering pre-production materials and organizing them
to begin production.
Further discussion with the author to clarify any last
minute conceptual discrepancies.
Securing the commitments from actors, crew and for locations
Examination of locations for blocking problems and
electrical resource.
Drawing story boards where necessary to clarify blocking
and/or editorial problems.
Choosing materials and equipment necessary for execution
of the project.
Final budgeting and scheduling production. .. final
preparations to be made after information is gathered and
commitments are secured by the producer.
Information Resources to Include:
The Film Director, Richard L. Bare, Copyright 1971/
Mac Millian Company.
American Cinematographer Manual, Third Edition.
Five Cs of Cinematography, Joseph V. Mascelli, A.S.C.
Copyright 1965-Cine/Graf ics Publications.
The Movie Business, edited by A. William Bluem and
Jason Squire, Copyright 1972/Hastings House Publishers.
Producing, Financing and Distributing Film, Paul A.
Baumgarten and Donald C. Farber, Copyright 1973/Drama
Book Specialists, Publishers.
Ron Mix, producer/director of Reel Image, Inc.
Rochester, N.Y.
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Preliminaries-
Whether anything is immediately decided or accomplished,
a graduate student confronted with a thesis most likely faces
the approaching trauma when entering post graduate study. My
first year of minor (still photography) courses kept me busy
while fulfilling requirements. .. always in the back of my mind.
what to do for my thesis? A film certainly but what format,
how involved, how long, how much budget; but the biggest
consideration was choosing content and producing a script.
As its inevitability approached, a variety of concepts
from outrageous to most simple passed the grey tissue. A
chance meeting with a comic entertainer could have provided
a unique opportunity to try a comic spoof with a professional
writer/performer. Correspondence with a novelist who had
published a well known piece could have developed into a
commercial feature release. My own first major effort at
writing might afford an opportunity for an AFI grant to
produce a B feature or massive short . I could attempt to
persuade fellow students or other Rochestarians who were
involved in creative writing to join me in an adventure of
converting the written word to acetate.
Months passed, the inevitability of thesis approached
and this kid was getting scared. I even contacted a
publisher of a sci fi short story to investigate the
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possibility of acquiring film rights on per centage of
potential gross. The author deceased, the widow was not
involved in rights and the publisher demanded some
outrageous figure over $10,000 as an outright purchase of
the film rights. I encountered one of my more concise
lessons in the realities of functioning as a producer.
The publisher's agent stated it simply, "if you got the
money, you got the rights .. .period. " Back to the amateurs.
It was another late night of rushing ideas .. .nothing
concrete. I had picked up a Penthouse from neighbor George
and scanned a story on corporate computer espionage. . .this was
noted and became another alternative.
In a couple of weeks, Michael (neighborhood writer/film
maker) called. I had been pushing him for a script along
with other potential sources. Over the phone he rambled on
about a drama in a computer environment with political
overtones .. .very pertinent in these days of the Watergate
joke. Michael's paranoia seemed particularly spurred by
Nixon's State of the Union Address. Especially that portion
discussing what seemed to me, Nixon's theory of relativity
concerning freedom of speech. Being a writer as well as
a paranoid, something got to Michael. As he so often said,
"You can't fool a paranoid," and he began seeking a method
to convince Mr. Nixon, et al of the truth in that statement.
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I'd found my writer and a very close friend.
So the seed was planted and while continuing to in
vestigate other alternatives for the thesis project, this
computer business remained formost in my mind. . .
fortunately Michael's as well. This prelude finally led
to some script development conferences between what were
to become writer and director. Conveniently (with some
omissions), Michael recorded and transcribed:
Note: While involved in this pre-planning state, one is
constantly confronted with the meaning of cinematic
justification. Keeping the plot believable is basic
and the most important consideration.
Michael: (on phone) I've got some kind of mental block,
not that, but something, it's just the way I do
things. It's very unlike the way people should
write. I finally came to the conclusion after
sitting down and writing a bunch, that there was
no use in doing that. It would be better to
sit down with you and have you make notes and
then develop the scenario. I don't want to take
the time to write something down, to think
through a whole scene, when I call you up the next
day and you say, well, that wasn't the way I
was thinking of it.
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We can start with Marshall (the lead character)
seated at the control console punching up his
program. Maybe: titles over gadgetry. Then a
reaction shot on Marshall as he sees the printout
start to come across... an amazed look, then he goes
to make the phone call to Phil. How do we justify
the printout in the first place. . .perhaps in the
conversation with Phil.
Phone: Marshall calls Phil...
Marshall: You know, when I agreed to do this for
you, I didn't think it would be any big deal. I
thought I could just stay late today after everyone
had left and get your printout. But something's
happened. . .somehow I've tied into something
incredible. . .why don't you get over here... fast
as you can.
The sinister knock on the door is relieved when
opened by the friendly face. Tension followed
by relief. Perhaps, if the action occurs in the
office building, Marshall is going through dark,
weird-looking halls. As he approaches the door,
maybe even seeing Phil outside, a nightwatchman
appears, scaring Marshall and the audience. What
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we're trying to do here is to give the audience
a cheap thrill, a taste of what is yet to come.
What I'd like to do is to sit down together for
a few hours and work out the scenario so we can
get some kind of sequencing of what's going to
happen when. Before we start thinking details, we
have to have an overview.
Script Conference-2/7/74
Hank (me): Let's begin with Marshall in the computer room
working on Phil's program.
Michael: ...a justification problem: who is he? What is
he doing there? How do we explain who this guy
Marshall is and what is his relationship to the
computer?
Hank: Marshall is working there late at night by him
self, so one would automatically assume that he
belongs there. I would automatically assume that
he belongs there.
Michael: You would make that assumption because you already
know it. What would an audience make out of that?
It could be that he's there because he's supposed
to be, or that he's not supposed to be.
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Phone call: (Marshall makes the call to Phil as
outlined)
Marshall: When I agreed to do this for you, I
didn't think it would be any big deal. I thought
I'd stay late tonight and get your financial
record printed out. But something's happened...
Somehow I've tied into something incredible, and
*
I think you ought to see it right away. I'll
meet you at the loading dock in 15 minutes!
Michael: At this point the story needs justification.
Hank: Doesn't it do it just by having him working on
the thing?
Michael: It does, BUT... it's awkward to me. It seems very
artificial. It's a funny way to tell a story,
not a fluid way. The story's got to tell itself.
This way we're jerking it around. . .making it face
the way we want. It wants to look east and we're
making it look north.
Hank: It will be obvious. It won't even have to be
carried through the dialogue because that printout
will explain the whole thing. If you, the audience,
can accept that this guy works there and he is there
Michael: This guy Marshall is going to lay out some pretty
weird dialogue and it's going to be up to you as
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the director to make him sound believable. Maybe
we can do it with a doorplate with his name on it
and with the phone call.
Marshall will have to go down and open the door
for Phil and that's where the watchman will
appear. When the watchman first encounters
Marshall late at night, in the dark, the first
thing that we're going to see will have to be
his gun. The watchman's not to be one of
those retired dudes you see, he's got to be
somewhat younger, thirty-five or forty and a
professional. He's not a gunslinger type though.
We'll see the gun coming around the corner and
there's your suspense. Then the look on Marshall's
face. The watchman says, "Oh, it's you" . . . and
that would provide the relief, depending again on
how it's done.
Somewhere in here we're going to have to explain
how his computer is tied in with the government
computer. That they did set up a "feed" system
from his computer. The way it was explained to
him, at the time,- was that the government was setting
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Hank:
Michael
the system up to keep track of who has what
information on whom, more a monitoring function
than anything else, to be sure that the individual
citizen's right to personal privacy was not
violated. The credit unions around the country
were all tied into this monitoring system. What
they figure out later, is that the government has
misused the information by consolidating the data,
adding to it their own investigations, compiling
these fantastic dossiers on people.
We'll have the printout start with the announcement
that the information to follow is privileged and
not for general readership.
A lot of people who were active demonstrators in
the 60 's are not active any longer. They're
apathetic or working at the system from within.
For me, the story is about Phil, who has tackled
the system in another way and he can't win that
way either. He's playing the system and he's
discovered something about it that revitalizes
something within him which makes his reaction to
the "establishment" intense. . .and he'll be
eliminated immediately.
I thought it would be better if they were just
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Hank:
Michael :
ordinary people. . .that it would make the govern
ment seem more terrible, more insidious, because
they weren't radicals.
In this information on Phil, give me some 1960 ' s
anti-war activity. That alone will make the
statement I wanted to make. When Phil's is done
they wonder if the same thing will happen with
anyone else and rather than get anti-war stuff
on Marshall (who wasn't involved), they get stuff
on his mother in Poland, her involvement with the
Russians, etc.
Phil had asked for a printout on himself and I
didn't picture him as a pre-peace radical. I felt
he was just a business dude trying to pull some
deal and he wanted to find out what the record
said about him. He asked his friend to do it for
him but because of the way his company is set up,
he has to do it on the sly. After hours, Marshall
goes into the computer and does a printout on Phil
specifically. In the course of setting up the
program, he hits upon this particular access code
. . .by mistake .
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The door opens and in rush two plainclothes types,
fanning out from the door.
Hank:
Michael
They're both sitting at the machine, having
just punched up Marshall's dossier and it's
starting to print out. Maybe four or five
lines after the security memo. The door flies
open and in come the Feds .. .Bam! .. .they
' re there.
"We're here to tell you we know all about this...
we're here to find out why and
how?"
Marshall and Phil: Who the hell are you?
During this, we see the guard approaching the room.
He comes through the outer office. We hear
hostile questioning from the other room. He
draws his gun and moves to the door . You can see
him listening by the jamb as well as seeing the
four men inside with the computers .
The guard as a character is not a professional
gunman. Most of these guards don't know what
they're doing. When he pulls the gun out, he
should hold it like it's an awkward thing for him.
It's not something he uses every day. The gun for
him, is more of a display item than anything else.
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From the preceding material, one may determine how
radically changes occur once the basic elements of the
plot are theoretically confirmed (if you have screened
the film). The development creates a more complex plot
and the more complex plot creates even more complexities
for the production of the material.
I decided that if the premise of the film was to be
derived from the Nixon speech, a bit of research was in
order so that I might confirm the frightening innuendos
of his statement. Supering the quotation after the film
would add realism to the theme. This juxtaposition of
theatrics with reality would not only increase the impact
of the message but would create more potential for
influencing an audience. I did not want to paraphrase the
statement but time and space required me to cut sentences.
It was of primary importance that I not add my own meaning
by these deletions so the excerpts were taken very carefully
and objectively. Fortunately, the obvious attitude of then
President Nixon towards the concept of free speech remained
evident .
The fact that the treatment and later the script had
no ending, seemed no problem. . .specif ics were to be
developed in the shot list and dialogue would not
be necessary beyond a certain point. When production
began, the shot list and dialogue had been modified
so many times that the paper was nearly illegible.
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Decisions could be made later in the editing room. The
main problem would be filling the gaps with expressive
and/or informative cutaway material.
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TREATMENT
Marshall Kern works in a computerized credit bureau.
In his daily work, he runs computer credit checks on
businesses and individuals. His friend, Phil Talbot,
has asked him to run such a check on him. Marshall stays
after hours one day to do so.
In the course of programming the computer for a
printout on Phil, Marshall inadvertantly hits upon a
secret government recall code, a code which will produce
a complete political and social profile on any individual
in the central government data pool. (This pool had been
set up by the government under the guise of a monitoring
center to avoid too much personal information being
assembled in any one place and used against individuals .
Unfortunately, the monitor function rapidly became a feed
function as the government consolidated the data for its
own uses . )
Seeing what he's getting, Marshall understands what
it means and calls Phil, telling him to come to the office
immediately. Marshall goes back to the computer room and
programs printouts on various individuals, businessmen,
politicians, etc. All the dossiers come through.
Trying to open the loading dock door for Phil, Marshall
is surprised by the nightwatchman. After the watchman
recognizes him, he opens the door for Marshall, letting Phil
into the building. The two go back up to the computer room.
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Once there, they discuss what to do about the dossiers.
They are interrupted by the entrance of two federal agents
bent on finding out who is receiving unauthorized printouts
from FED DATA CONGLOM HAGERSTOWN, MD. An argument ensues.
Hearing the argument and thinking something is amiss,
the guard rushes in with his pistol drawn. One of the agents
promptly kills him, no questions asked. Phil, astounded
at the agent's cold-blooded action, tries to turn him
around to confront him with the fact of the murder. The
second agent, interpreting Phil's move as an attack,
draws his own pistol and kills him.
Taking advantage of the momentary confusion, Marshall
runs out of the room, intent on escape.
The agent who has just killed Phil takes out a small
communicator and tells his fellow agents (who have the
building sealed up) that Marshall is loose in the building
and they should get him.
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SCRIPT 
1. EXTERIOR - OFFICE BUILDING - END OF WORKING DAY 
It is the end of the working day and we see the office 
building in a long shot as the secretaries and other 
office workers leave to go home. 
Titles begin over this long shot (or cut in as 
video display). 
2. INTERIOR - OFFICE BUILDING - LATE AFTERNOON 
Titles continue over. 
With dolly shots we tour the empty halls and corridors 
of the office building, moving closer to the computer 
room. There seems to be no one in the building. 
3. INTERIOR - COMPUTER ROOM - NIGHT 
Marshall Kern is at the keypunch machine preparing 
a program for the computer. We see details of his 
hands on the keyboard as well as what he is punching 
on the cards. 
INSERT: (on card) TALBOT, PHILLIP JAMES, 
17 COLTRANE LANE, ARDMORE, NEW YORK 14388. 
MARSHALL 
(to himself) Now ... the access code ... 
Marshall leafs through a looseleaf binder, looking 
for the proper code. 
INSERT: Page with proper access code. 
INSTRUCTION 
ENTRY 
ADD 
DELETE 
RECALL 
DUPLICATE 
DISPLAY 
PRINT 
(etc. ) 
CODE 
ENT20033 
ADD20034 
DET20035 
REC20036 
DUP20037 
DIS20038 
PNT20039 
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Marshall's finger moves down the page until it reaches
the proper place.
MARSHALL
ah, here it is. . .
Marshall turns back to the keypunch machine, keeping
one eye on the looseleaf page with the codes. He
copies the code onto the card.
Leaving the notebook open, he rises from the machine
and moves to another. He puts the program card stack
into the hopper, then pushes the START button.
We see electrical impulses traveling down wires, then
memory units searching tape for the proper information,
then electrical impulses racing back the other way.
Marshall stands waiting at the printout, waiting for
the response to his recall.
INSERT: The printout as it starts to be printed.
MATERIAL CLASSIFIED AS TOP SECRET IS DEFINED AS VITAL
TO THE SECURITY OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA.
ONLY PERSONS WITH TOP SECRET SECURITY CLEARANCE CAN
LEGALLY VIEW SUCH MATERIAL.
IF YOU DO NOT HAVE SUCH A CLEARANCE STOP REPEAT STOP
THIS RECALL IMMEDIATELY.
ANY UNAUTHORIZED USE OF THIS MATERIAL WILL CONSTITUTE
A BREACH OF THE NATIONAL SECURITY AND WILL BE VIEWED
AS A TREASONABLE ACTIVITY.
SUCH ACTIVITIES ARE PUNISHABLE UNDER SECTION 18 OF THE
SPECIAL PRESIDENTIAL SECURITY ACT OF 1973.
THIS MATERIAL IS NOT REPEAT NOT FOR GENERAL
DISTRIBUTION.
TOP SECRET TOP SECRET TOP SECRET TOP SECRET
Reaction shot on Marshall as he views the printout.
MARSHALL
What the hell? This can't be right...
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INSERT: (continues) THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION ORIGINATES 
FROM FED DATA CONGLOM HAGERSTOWN MD. 
NAME: TALBOT, PHILLIP JAMES 
SOCIAL SECURITY: 
DATE OF BIRTH: JUNE 29, 1944 
PLACE OF BIRTH: ROCHESTER GENERAL HOSPITAL 
ROCHESTER, N.Y. 
ATTENDING PHYSICIAN: DR. GERALD CARTWRIGHT MAC ALLISTER 
PARENTS: WILLIAM HENRY TALBOT 
MARIA ANN TALBOT NEE: ADAMO 
FATHER: IWW LABOR ORGANIZER 1932 DETROIT, 1934-1935 
CHICAGO, 1936-37 NEW YORK C~TY. WORKED ON 
GRASS ROOTS LEVEL. 
HIGHLY MOTIVATED VERY ACTIVE 
MEMBER AMER SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 1929-48 
CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST NON AFFILIATED 1956-63 
MEMBER NEW MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE 1969 
MOTHER: MEMBER AMER SOCIALIST ALLIANCE 1932-48 
ACTIVE ANTI-MCCARTHY 1950-55 
CIVIL RIGHTS ACTIVIST NON AFFILIATED 1956-63 
MEMBER WOMEN'S STRIKE FOR PEACE 1965-73 
MEMBER NEW MOBILIZATION COMMITTEE 1969 
Reaction on Marshall again. 
MARSHALL 
What the hell is this? I sure didn't call this up! 
Marshall gets up from his seat at the printer and goes 
to check his original program cards. Picking them up 
from the hopper, he goes and checks them against the 
call up codes in the looseleaf notebook still lying 
open on the keypunch machine. 
MARSHALL 
(finding his mistake) So that's it. Well I sure 
hit a winner! 
INSERT: The program card with the incorrect number 
held under the correct number in the book. 
Marshall rises and leaves the room, leaving the 
printer churning out information on Phil Talbot. 
4. INTERIOR - MARSHALL'S OFFICE - NIGHT 
Marshall is dialing the phone. In the background 
can be heard the sound of the printer. He waits for 
an answer. 
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MARSHALL
Phil, I want you to listen to me! I stayed late
tonight to get that financial statement printed out
like you wanted, but something weird's happened.
I'm not getting anything on your f inances . . . I 'm
getting a dossier on your political activity. I've
even gotten paragraphs on your parents' activities.
(pause)
That's right. Can you get over here right away?
Good. I'll meet you at the loading dock in fifteen
minutes.
(pause)
Yes, I'm paranoid! And listen, don't say anything
about this to anyone yet, d'you hear fne?
Hanging up the phone, Marshall leaves the room.
INTERIOR - COMPUTER ROOM - NIGHT
In an overview of the room we see the various machines.
The printer is still going and a large pile of material
has already been amassed.
As Marshall enters the room, the printer stops. He
picks up several sheets of the printout and examines
them.
MARSHALL
(to himself) Whew! This is incredible!
Realizing what the significance of this strange
printout is, Marshall purposefully strides across the
room to the keypunch machine, where he prepares
similar printout instructions on several more of
his friends, city businessmen picked at random,
and state and federal government officials.
He places these prepared instruction cards in the
hopper of the printer.
Once again, electric impulses race toward Hagerstown,
are processed, and return the requested data down
the wires to Marshall.
Marshall stands examining the returning printout.
He looks at his watch. Replacing the printout sheets
back on the mounting stack of paper, he turns and
again leaves the room, leaving the printer running.
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INTERIOR - HALLS AND CORRIDORS - NIGHT
This sequence should be used to build a bleak mood.
It should be clearly shown that the building is empty
except for Marshall.
As he moves through the empty building, the sound of
the printer should diminish into the background,
finally disappearing altogether. Marshall's echoing
footsteps should grow louder as the printer sound
recedes.
Marshall passes empty office cubicles, empty reception
desks, empty lounge areas, etc.
INTERIOR - LOADING DOCK - NIGHT
The overhead door is located in a dimly lit area.
Marshall can't find the light switch, and trips over
a can.
MARSHALL
Dammit !
Marshall moves to the door, rubbing his leg where
he smashed it. Now he has difficulty finding the
door opening mechanism.
INSERT: Close-up of a leveled gun barrel moving
forward toward Marshall at the door.
The gun barrel again, but not moving through space.
WATCHMAN
(officially) All Right. Hold it right there!
What do you think you're doing buddy? Turn around,
slow!
MARSHALL
(turning slowly with hands raised) It's me! It's
Marshall Kern! Boy, did you give me a scare.
WATCHMAN
(still pointing the revolver) Sorry, Mr. Kern. I
didn't recognize you.
MARSHALL
(gesturing to revolver) Could you point that some
where else?
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WATCHMAN
(abashed at having to apologize a second time)
Gee, I'm sorry. (he puts the gun away) I'm really
sorry Mr. Kern. Look, is there anything I can do
for you?
MARSHALL
Well... you could help me get this door open. I've
got someone coming.
WATCHMAN
(moving to door) Sure, Mr. Kern.
The watchman opens the door. Phil Talbot is waiting
outside. He enters as soon as he can, even before
the door is up . The two men turn and go .
PHIL
(importantly) What's going on?
MARSHALL
(cursory, to watchman, starting to walk) Thanks
Harry. (immediately, to Phil) This is the most
incredible thing I've ever seen! I don't know what
to make of it, I mean, I think I do, . . .but I sure
don't like it.
The watchman stands by the door. He scratches his
head.
WATCHMAN
Just yell if you need anything, Mr. Kern.
8. INTERIOR - COMPUTER ROOM - NIGHT
Marshall and Phil are standing at the printer (which
is still printing). They are examining the printout
on Phil.
PHIL
(tapping the dossier on himself) This is incredible!
They've got stuff on me that I can hardly remember,
from years ago...my activities at school, Kent State,
the November Moratorium. . .and what about all the
stuff on my parents?
MARSHALL
(gesturing to the other dossiers) Yeah, but look
at all of these. Businessmen, politicians .. .when
I saw what they had on you and then on me, I just
had to try some prominent types .. .every one of them
came through! And all with the same security memo!
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( amazed) I hit the code by accident. It's not far
off from our own recall code.
PHIL
Well, I sure feel like my privacy's been invaded.
Isn't there any way to monitor this kind of thing?
MARSHALL
That ' s the funny part . I remember when the govern
ment computer guy came in to set this thing up.
Originally, it was supposed to do just that; monitor
the various data banks amassing information about
people... to make sure this didn't happen, at least
that's what he said. I guess that once the line is
established, it's just as easy to program a feed
function as a monitor function...
PHIL
But they can't get away with this! Is there anything
we can do about it?
MARSHALL
I suppose we can publicize it in some way or another.
There must be any number of publications that would
want to print an expose' of something this big.
At this point, the door swings open with a bang.
Two very serious federal agents enter, separating
to either side of the door and advancing. Their
guns are not drawn, but their jackets are conveniently
open.
MARSHALL
What is this? Who the hell are you?
AGENT #1
Federal agents... you gentlemen have a few questions
to answer.
PHIL
Wait a goddamn minute!
MARSHALL
(quieting Phil) I think you've got a few questions to
answer yourselves.
AGENT #2
We're here to get answers, (roughly) not to answer.
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PHIL
(hotly) You seem to have all the answers already.
9. INTERIOR - OUTSIDE COMPUTER AREA - NIGHT
As the sound of the argument from the next room
continues, Harry, the night watchman, is seen
stealthily approaching the door to the computer
room. He has heard the heated conversation.
Seeing the four men instead of the two he knew to
be there, he is suspicious. The following is
overheard:
AGENT #2
That's enough out of you, wise guy!
AGENT #1
Now, where did you get the access code?
MARSHALL
I want to see my lawyer.
AGENT #2
(threatening) Look buster, you're in more trouble
than habeas corpus can fix. . .
10. INTERIOR - COMPUTER ROOM - NIGHT
The shot sees the four men at the door, through
which the guard will come momentarily.
AGENT1
#2
(continuing from previous scene) ... answer the
question! Where did you get the code?
The guard enters the room, his gun drawn and pointing
from one agent to the other.
WATCHMAN
(advancing) Okay! What's going on in here?
AGENT #2
Look out ! He ' s got a gun !
At the warning, agent 1 turns, drawing his own
revolver as he does so. As he completes his turn
he fires, killing the watchman.
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Reactions all around. Marshall and Phil are
flabbergasted. The agents are thoroughly pro
fessional, totally unruffled.
Reacting instinctively, Phil moves to turn Agent 1
to confront him with the fact of this murder.
PHIL
(grabbing the agent's arm to turn him) You've killed
him!
Agent #2, seeing Phil grab the other agent, interprets
it as an attack. He draws his own pistol and fires,
killing a very surprised Phil.
Marshall, shocked by the two murders, turns quickly
and makes his own escape from the room. He is
terrified but able to function.
Agent #2 pulls a small communicator from his belt and
brings it to his mouth.
AGENT #2
(matter-of-factly ) There's one on the loose in the
building. . .get him!
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After the script was prepared, a shooting schedule
was arranged and the show was about to begin . The
immediate "legal" requirements were investigated, model
releases would be required and an agreement would have
to be reached with Michael regarding the rights to the
script he had written. We had to decide how any
potential income would be split in case this production
became a hit...more realistically, monies paid for
festival entry and possible awards.
Our initial agreement was made prior to my inves
tigation of the ways and means of doing business profes
sionally as per
"Hollywood" methods. Michael and I
decided that if he chose to invest in entry fees for
festivals, it would be his decision to invest from 1-50%
of the costs and likewise share in any award money at
the same percentage of his investment .
During the interim of the production, I investigated
PRODUCING, FINANCING AND DISTRIBUTING FILM; Drama Book
Specialists/Publisher; Baumgarten, Farber /co-authors and
THE MOVIE BUSINESS; Hastings House/Publisher; Bleum and
Squire/authors. These references disclosed that the offer
I had made my author was totally unrealistic in terms of
industry standards.
As a result of this error in judgement, I later
approached Michael and attempted to logically discuss
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the mistake of allowing the writer the potential to share
equally in producer's profits from a production. Of course,
we were speaking in terms of pennies by commercial feature
standards but the principle seemed important. This
discussion led to some discord between Michael and myself. . .
a result of the pseudo-legal rhetoric of the first agreement,
I felt Michael was being unreasonable although I was the one
who had made the mistake of signing the agreement prior to
proper investigation of its terms and legitimacy. This
problem led to some real soul searching on my part .
I discussed the situation with several people but most
thoroughly with Bob Trussell (an advisor and fellow film
maker). Bob indicated that I was quite correct in my logic
but he reminded me that I had signed the agreement and
unless I could get Michael to respond to the logic of
the situation, the contract would remain in force. After
weeks of discussion with Michael, he reluctantly agreed
to a 35/65% split in expenses and profits. The original
and revised agreements follow:
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ORIGINAL AUTHOR /PRODUCER AGREEMENT
1. In this agreement, Michael F. Rothman is referred
to as "the Author" and Henry R. Blaustein is referred
to as "the Producer".
This agreement concerns the motion picture use of the
original motion picture script entitled "Checks and
Balances", copyright 1974 by Michael F. Rothman.
2. The only rights ceded by the author to the producer
are the motion picture rights to the script as written
and copyrighted by the author in February 1974. All
other rights to the story itself and any subsequent
preparations of it remain with the aifthor, including
rights to sequels, serialization, characters, noveli-
zation, radio use and remake. If the producer, at
any future time, wishes to do a remake of
"
the story,
a new contract between the author and the producer must
be negotiated. It is also agreed that the copyright on
the finished film shall reside solely with the producer.
3. The motion picture rights to the script are transferred
to the producer for the following remunerations:
A. Proper head-end screen credits for story and
script by the author, to be prepared on one
"author only" card.
B. Monetary payments of 15% of any and all of the
producer's gross receipts derived from the
finished motion picture, due and payable at
the end of each calendar year, except as
noted in item #5.
C. The author has the option to purchase print (s)
of the finished film at producer's laboratory
cost .
4. The author agrees that the motion picture rights to the
script are ceded to the producer. As holder of these
rights, the producer can make any motion picture or
television use of the finished film property, subject
to notification in writing to the author of such use,
except as noted in item #5.
5. If the producer, or the author, or both, wish at any
future time to make any potentially profitable use of
the finished film, either by the offer of its use for
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sale, the offer of prints for sale, or the entry of the
film in any competitions or festivals, or by any and all
other potentially profitable uses that may come to mind
in the future, notification in writing must be made
to the other party, either producer or author, offering
a profit sharing of the proceeds equal to the percent
input of each of the involved parties in any expense
incurred in the preparation of the finished film prop
erty for such use. This option of involvement in
expense sharing shall be acknowledged in writing by
the party to whom it is offered, either producer or
author. If the author, or the producer, chooses not
to participate in this expense sharing, each is then
entitled to his share of the producer's gross as
stated in Item #3B. Payment of profit shared from
any and all such uses shall be due and payable at the
end of each calendar year.
6. ARRANGEMENTS FOR PAYMENT OF MONIES DUE.
Any monies received by either author or producer and
payable to the other party may be paid in either of
the two following ways :
A. Upon receipt of profits from the film to
either of the agreeing parties, payment may
be made at the earliest possible time by
check made payable to the other party.
B. If the payment is to be made at the end of
the calendar year (as stated in Items #3B
and #5), such share of the profits due to
the other party shall be entered into a
bank savings account in the name of the
original receiver, in trust for person to
whom the payment is due. Such account is
to be opened at the earliest possible time
after the receipt of such monies by the
primary receiver. At the end of the calendar
year, these monies, together with any bank
interest accumulated while these monies were
held in the bank savings account , shall be
paid to the party to whom they are due.
7. The author agrees that, in the event that a third party
should become interested in the use of the script as it
stands, or in the use of the story for motion picture or
television production purposes, that the producer, as
holder of the motion picture rights to the literary
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X
property, is entitled to 15% of any monies paid to
the author for such use. Payment must be made as
stipulated in Item #6 of this agreement.
This agreement, as stated in the above paragraphs,
constitutes the complete and only agreement between
the author and producer, and shall remain in effect
until amended or replaced by the above named parties
or their heirs, or until such time as the copyrights
mentioned herein have expired.
Michael F. Rothman, author
X
Henry R. Blaustein, producer
X
witnessed
date
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AMENDED AUTHOR/PRODUCER AGREEMENT 
Michael F. Rothman 
July 6 , 1974 
Henry R. Blaustein 
Dear Hank, 
This is to acknowledge receipt of your notification 
concerning the entering of "CHECKS & BALANCES" into 
the Atlanta International Film Festival - 1974. 
In accordance with our agreement, as it now stands, 
I opt to participate in the entry costs and profit 
sharing. In discussion after the agreement was written 
and signed, I agreed that I would limit such participation 
on my part to 35%, and that is what I will do in the 
case of the Atlanta Festival . 
When the costs for this particular festival entry 
are in, please inform me what they were and I'll join 
you for the 35%. 
Good luck in Atlanta . 
Fraternally, 
Michael F. Rothman 
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For your reference, a model release follows
MODEL RELEASE
for CHECKS AND BALANCES
Henry R. Blaustein, Producer
For valuable consideration, I hereby irrevocably
consent and authorize the use of any reproduction by
the producer, Henry R. Blaustein, or anyone authorized
by said producer of any and all photographic
reproductions and voice recordings of myself taken
for use in connection with the production,, "CHECKS &
BALANCES", for any purpose whatsoever without further
compensation to me or my heirs other than crediting
my performance in "CHECKS &
BALANCES" and making
available to me, at producer's cost, a release print
of "CHECKS & BALANCES" upon its completion. All
photographic reproductions and voice recordings shall
constitute the producer's property, solely and completely
My signature below verifies that I am over 18 years
of age and completes the above agreement .
MODEL: PRODUCER:
ADDRESS:
Witnessed by:
Date :
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"CHECKS & BALANCES" - SHOT LIST (script order - 2/20/74)
sync - requires actor speaking lines
mosna- no actors in shot
mos - sync sound not required, but actors in shot
Scene 1- shot 1-
shot 2-
shot 3-
shot 4-
shot 5-
shot 6-
Scene 2- shot 7-
shot 7A-
shot 8-
shot 9-
Scene 3- shot 10-
shot 11-
shot 12-
shot 13-
shot 14-
shot 15-
shot 16-
shot 17-
shot 18-
shot 19-
shot 20-
shot 21-
shot 22-
shot 23-
shot 24-
shot 25-
shot 26-
mosna, modern office building, people
leaving, street in foreground
mosna, MS office doorway, people leaving
(during 5 o'clock rush)
mosna, MS people leaving
mosna, interior office lfcbby, people
leaving
mos, watchman locking doors
mos, LS lobby as watchman leaves scene
mosna, shot of empty stairwell, looking
down
mosna, dolly through "lower level",
abandoned halls
mosna, pan around corner to lit doorway
mosna, shot of door area w/ Computer
Search, Inc. sign
mosna, bright colorful CU computer lights
mosna, another CU computer lights
mos, LS computer room with MARSHALL
seated, working then up to keypunch
mos, MARSHALL enters keypunch area, sits
and works
mos, insert of hands and typed result
sync, MLS MARSHALL searching access code
page in looseleaf
mosna, insert CU access code page with
finger searching
sync, LS MARSHALL in room "here it
is"
expression, PAN follows MARSHALL to hopper
mosna, cutaway machine and cards, operating
mosna, cutaway machine tape turns
mos, MS MARSHALL waits at printer terminal,
it begins to function
mosna, cutaway top secret printout
sync, MS MARSHALL'S reaction
sync, LS MARSHALL reaction, questioning
mosna, comparing numbers, CU cutaway
mos, deep focus MARSHALL turns and
leaves room
mosna, MS printer working
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Scene 4- shot 27-
shot 28-
shot 29-
shot 30-
Scene 5- shot 31-
shot 32-
shot 33-
shot 34-
shot 35-
shot 36-
Scene 6- shot 37-
shot 38-
shot 39-
shot 40-
Scene 7- shot 41-
shot 42-
shot 43-
shot 44-
shot 45-
shot 46-
shot 47-
shot 48-
shot 49-
shot 50-
Scene 8- shot 51-
shot 52-
shot 53-
shot 54-
shot 55-
shot 56-
shot 57-
shot 58-
shot 59-
sync, MS MARSHALL at phone
mos, cutaway machine printing
mos, cutaway of accumulation at machine
mos, LS MARSHALL hangs up and leaves
sync, wide angle computer room, MARSHALL
enters... to printout machine
mos, cutaway arms at file drawer
mos, another angle at MARSHALL takes
cards to hopper
mosna, cutaway machine working. . .CU
inside shots of circuitry, etc.
mos, MCU MARSHALL examines printout,
looks at watch
mos , LS MARSHALL walks f*>rom room
mos, LS MARSHALL in darkened halls
mos, CU dolly as MARSHALL'S footsteps
resound in empty halls
mos, MS MARSHALL passes empty areas
mos, MARSHALL enters loading dock area
mos, wide angle shot of dock area,
MARSHALL enters dimly lit area, trips
mos, CU other footsteps, stops, tilt
up to gun
mos, MS MARSHALL at door, trying to open
mos , ECU gun
sync, wide angle shot entire scene
sync, L2S MARSHALL in foreground
sync, MS WATCHMAN apologizing
sync, M2S favors MARSHALL, pan to door
as watchman opens it
sync, wide angle shot of door as PHIL
enters, pan as they exit
sync, MS WATCHMAN scratches head
sync, computer room as MARSHALL and
PHIL enter
sync, computer room MS favors PHIL
sync, M2S PHIL and MARSHALL examine
printouts from computer
sync, cutaway PHIL as MARSHALL speaks
sync, MCU MARSHALL ("I hit... recall code")
sync, M2S favors PHIL (well, I sure...
kind of thing)
sync, M2S favors MARSHALL ("that's the
funny .. .monitor function")
sync, wide angle of room, Marshall,
"there must be... this big", agents enter
sync, frontal 2S agents, ("Federal
agents . . .
answer" )
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shot 60-
shot 61-
shot 61A
shot 62-
shot 63-
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
shot
64-
65-
66-
67-
68-
shot 69-
shot 70-
shot 71-
sync, M2S MARSHALL and PHIL, ("wait...
yourselves")
sync, MCU AGENT #2, ("We're not...
answers" )
sync, MCU PHIL, ("You seem. .. already" )
sync, wide angle from hall, seeing action
through door the WATCHMAN approaches, listening
to continuing conversation, he draws gun,
guard faces action through door ("that's
enough... get the code")
sync, reverse angle facing WATCHMAN from
inside computer room, agents face cam,
marshall and phil have backs to cam,
WATCHMAN speaks lines. ,
sync, MS AGENT #1 turns and fires
sync, ECU WATCHMAN thrown back by impact
sync, MS PHIL and AGENT #1 struggling
sync, MS AGENT #2, turns and fires
sync, up angle over agent's shoulder
as PHIL falls
sync, wide angle room, MARSHALL reacts
and runs for exit knocking down AGENT #1
the agent fires down hall
sync, MARSHALL runs down hall and is hit
by the shot in his leg, he falls but rises
quickly and continues his escape
MCU AGENT #1 calls on walkie talkie, sync
instructs others to capture marshall
72- sync, CU MARSHALL'S legs running
73
74
mos, CU MARSHALL'S face running
sync, LS pans as MARSHALL turns corner,
rests and reflects to his leg, takes a
few steps into a dark corner to hide.
75- mos, ECU MARSHALL'S face shivering with
fear, play to max length
76- OPTIONAL ENDING- sync, MLS MARSHALL in
corner, agent approaches and places gun
to his head, other agents approaching are
seen through agents legs. .. freeze, credits?
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"CHECKS & BALANCES" - SHOT LIST BY SCENE
(Set ups for production planning - 3/2/74)
SET UP I- (MARSHALL only) COMPUTER ROOM
Scene 3- shots 12-17, 20, 22, 23-25.
Scene 4- shots 27 & 30.
Scene 5- shots 31-33, 35 and 36.
SET UP I I- (MARSHALL AND PHIL) COMPUTER ROOM
Scene 8- shots 51-58.
/vyivi
/vyivi
SET UP I I I- (MARSHALL, PHIL, AGENTS, WATCHMAN) COMPUTER ROOM
Scene 8- shots 59-71.
SET UP IV- (MARSHALL ONLY) HALLWAYS
Scene 6- shots 37-39.
Scene 8- shots 72-75.
SET UP V-(MARSHALL, PHIL and GUARD) LOADING DOCK
Scene 6- shot 40.
Scene 7- shots 41-50.
SET UP VI- (MARSHALL and AGENTS) CORRIDOR
shot 76
Wild set-up 1, downtown exteriors
Wild set-up 2, downtown office bldg. w/WATCHMAN (shots 5,6)
Wild set-up 3, corridors (shots 7,7A)
Wild set-up 4, computer room (shots 8-11, 18, 19, 21, 26,
28, 29, 34)
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Production-
With the shot list prepared and shooting schedule
tenatively arranged for prospective locations, it was
time to learn what production was about. The basic
responsibility was organization and planning of the
production schedule and shoots. The primary concerns
involved efficiency, respect for cast in scheduling
(ie-planning so that cast does not stand idly when not
essential), respect for crew in structuring set-ups and
changes in location and distribution of available monies
within the elements of production. The latter I could
easily understand. .. a matter of necessity.
I came to Rochester with $1000 saved specifically for
the thesis project. One of my primary reasons for applying
to graduate school was to accomplish a film that I could
use as a demo. In most cases, particularly in industrial
and agency work, experience without a demo reel is mean
ingless. So my greatest desire was to display my abilities
through an impressive production. Having allowed some
leeway in subject and format, I had not doubt that the $1000
would suffice.
The initial budget (as will become obvious) was poorly
planned. I had arrived at a figure of $700 which was
essentially derived from cost of raw stock, processing,
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workprint and printing A Se B rolls with optical track.
The new 16mm color negative film stock (ECN 7254) had
recently been released and viewing convinced me to try
negative (prior film experiences had been predominantly with
ECO and other reversal film stocks). The new negative was
not being processed at all labs. Although I had the
opportunity to view Fujicolor, I decided on the old
Eastmancolor as my best choice. This allowed less expensive
processing and more choices as to what labs would best suit
my budget and schedule.
The original budget was then to be based on the use
of ECN 7254 original at about $30 per 400' roll at 3:1
shooting ratio for a maximum 20 minutes final length.
Considering shooting ratio and final footage, the raw stock
would run about $180, processing charges would approximately
equal the cost of original and the economic procedure of
utilizing black and white stock for workprints (at .06/foot)
would add an additional $50 for the approximate 800 foot film.
My first miscalculation came when we decided it best to
use color stock for workprint . The predominant fluorescent
coverage of the computer room worried me. It seemed that
the additional expense was well worth an additional $40
to insure that color saturation was within a correctable
range. I should note that one option available was to
utilize the RIT printer for black and white workprint.
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At that time, the printer had a bad reputation for eating
original. I could not rationalize taking that chance with
my valuable negative original.
The more obvious considerations when comparing reversal
with negative are to weigh negative's broader range (ie-
seeing into shadows) and higher speed, with reversal's less
expensive processing and convenience in judging image
quality through the original.
Another factor, especially when considering a blow-up,
is that dust on a negative original will appear white and
most obvious in the print. On reversal, dust will appear
black and therefore subdued. . .thus the extra care required
with negative in the editing process. Neglecting those
extra precautions can prove to be very disturbing on the screen
I had anticipated a black and white answer print at a
cost of $55 but later found out that a color answer print
was standard practice from a color original; the cost $135,
another miscalculation of $80. The optical track would run
another $60.
Total film processing, stock and printing was calculated
at $535 which left enough leeway for opaque leader, mag film
and other incidentals. I later found these incidentals to be
more of a cost factor than the original budget.
This is the budget as it really happened:
Lab costs to Byron were a bit over $800, uncalculated
air freight charges (time was of the essence in trying to
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make the mid-May deadline to the Atlanta festival) totalled
over $60 and an additional $100 was spent to expedite a
necessary reshoot of titles, answer print and final
processing of release print... all shipped air freight.
Raw stock cost an additional $25 to my first calculation,
plus the additional $75 in raw stock purchased from Reel
Image, Inc. (at cost) when I depleted my supply and had
to reshoot titles unexpectedly. This cost must be further
increased by the additional processing and workprint charges.
It might be appropriate, while discussing lab costs
and procedures, to note a reversal problem caused by a
conforming error. Upon receiving the answer print, I
noticed that the final scene faded white instead of black
as anticipated. I had included black leader at the head
and tail as well as the shot prior to the final graphic.
I had the lab replace the head and tail with clear leader
to afford the standard "fade black" but decided the "white
out" of the final scene provided a more dramatic effect.
Minor but unplanned lab fees were involved in this correction
Other uncalculated costs included: gaffer tape- $4.50,
blank cartridges- $4.82, graphic materials- $32, \ inch mag
tape- $6, and a cleaning bill for the guard's uniform,
another $4.25. In the final scene, MARSHALL'S shirt was
destroyed and his slacks were nearly ruined as a result
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of his adventure in the boiler room. This required another
$20 for their replacement. The most essential contribution
to early morning shoots. .. coffee and doughnuts for cast and
crew totalled another $20.
While on the topic of monies, I might relate an
incident that could potentially lead any low budget film
maker to cardiac arrest. It was one of many anxious after
noons awaiting the return of dailies from the lab. A bill
arrived with the materials, a bill that I had not cal
culated in my billing summary... a bill for $237. I checked
and double checked my records and was confident there should
be no charges in this amount . A call to the lab (which I had
hoped to avoid for budgetary reasons) was essential. The
lab confirmed the error. It was to be a minor fee of $2.37
not $237. 50...my heartbeat returned to normal and the episode
continued. The moral of this story is to keep accurate
records of costs and payments as the lab could have made that
impossible error in their favor. My billing record was
composed of the following columns. You may wish to use it
as a guide for your own records.
Shipped ID Rec ' d Instructions Debit Credit Billed
(date) roll # (date) (process only) $ $ (date)
250 feet
The billing column was marked paid when my check was forwarded.
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For the most part, I consider my luck with casting a
miracle. I had several suggestions for local student theater
people who disturbed me since student theater folk are young
and generally inexperienced on stage, much less in front of
a camera. Bob Trussell (my advisor), whose impetus kept
the ball rolling in times of trouble, suggested David Runzo
for the lead after I discussed the character with him.
Following this initial decision, it was all downhill. David
suggested Walter Pedano as PHIL. Bob again suggested Urban,
the WATCHMAN, and Urban contributed by suggesting the two
agents. The fact that everyone looked the parts that I had
contemplated will never cease to amaze me. If only they
all acted the parts as I had hoped. . .but I'll share that
blame as a novice director who's got a lot to learn.
I found that the weakness of characterizations were, to a
great extent, resultant of non-development due to the limited
length of the film.
The most effective director/actor relationship was
developed with David (MARSHALL) with whom I devoted most
of my directorial efforts. David had not acted before a
camera and was as delighted with the opportunity as I was
with my first opportunity to direct. We learned from each
other. If the director/actor relationship developed at
all, it was with David. Of course, I didn't know any of
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the actor's capabilities but neither did I have the time
for extensive try-outs. So I commissioned actors that
looked the parts so well (at no fee, of course). Any
problems would be an exercise in direction, which was
my primary goal in undertaking this project since I had
not directed dramatic cinema in the past. I had visions
of theatrical direction in my future... and perhaps, still
do, although a bit more skeptical (ie-realistic) about
the opportunity arising.
A lesson I learned.. and a bit of advice: one cannot
devote all directorial efforts to the lead actor... the
weaker links will affect tempo and decrease the overall
quality in a theatrical production. It would be more
advisable to equalize acting efficiency for a more bal
anced "theatricality".
The crew was chosen from people I had worked with
before, fellow students for the most part .. .people I felt
I could depend on completely. One of the most difficult
decisions was whether to put Michael on the set. I had
always heard that putting the writer in the middle of
a production could be a bad scene but with Michael's
explosive energy, I couldn't think of a better assistant
director. After all the energy he had put into the script,
he had more of a reason for concerned involvement than
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anyone but myself. I was certain that we could work out
any writer/director problems in an intelligent manner.
Incidentally, a few problems did arise but the benefits
of having Michael on the set far outweighed the hassles.
Since Bob Trussell had produced a feature film for
his thesis, he was a prime candidate for the crew and
was a member of the thesis board I chose. Bob's experience
was invaluable to me. His handling of lighting was
professional to say the least but more important was
his manner and comfort while helping me work out struc
tural problems that I seemed to encounter weekly.
My luck with the crew was as great as with the cast .
Since this type of production was a learning experience
for all concerned, there developed an energy and dedica
tion to the project which helped me retain my sensibility
throughout .
Prior to the first shoot, investigation and pre
planning for each location was essential. I began by
speaking to George Hopkins of RIT's computer center. His
attitude of making the facility available to students
overwhelmed me... a most admirable attitude that I had not
encountered within other academic bureaucracy. Without
his cooperation and that of his operators, it would have
been virtually impossible to find such an environment
in which to shoot. Sunday mornings were the only times
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available. The center was in operation for the rest of
the week. It worked out well since my lead actor was
busy with other commitments except for that time of the
week. I then checked the location with the engineering
department to determine what electrical potential the
facility held for lighting apparatus. After checking
blueprints, I was left to a hit and miss method. There
were no records of circuitry or amperage capacities. At
the first shoot, we plugged in the lamps and prayed.
I had assumed that the computer machinery could be
turned off and the air conditioning system quieted while
shooting. The first morning shoot found this to be
impossible. The computer could not be "unplugged" and
the air circulation was essential to its operation, as
circuits could be destroyed if overheating was allowed.
Fortunately, there was no requirement to shoot sync at
the time. Reed Petty, my soundman, decided that when we
recorded, lavalier mikes would make the voices most audible
while decreasing the ambient sounds of the room.
Since cast and crew were all volunteers and were all
in this for the learning experience, I attempted to
refrain from becoming dictatorial as a director. I left
myself open to suggestions and changes by everyone on the
set. Of course, I had to leave myself the option of the
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final decision and only rarely had to put my foot down.
It seemed to create a communal atmosphere that made
everyone feel that they could contribute equally, no
matter what their credited function. When crew members
could not make a shoot, duties were shared, new faces
brought in and the set functioned adequately at each shoot.
I had originally planned a director of photography
credit for myself. From past experiences, I had come to
realize the personal importance of controlling the camera. . .
thus experiencing precise framing, camera movement and
tempo of each shot . . . in a directorial sense, I thought
this control essential. I would be my own cameraman.
I had to see what was going to be on the screen as it was
exposed. Good or bad, I'll take that responsibility alone.
It was late into the production when I made the concession
of letting Ron Mix (of Reel Image, Inc.) shoot my titles.
I did shoot them initially but found myself incompetent at
achieving a smooth "title roll", Ron made it work. In any
case, many people strongly suggested that I find a
cameraman for the entire production. The main argument
being the difficulty of directing from the camera position.
If I had not been involved in the physical part of camera
set-ups, no doubt I could have devoted more time to
consultation with actors and improved the direction of
cast. After considering the director of photography credit
and watching my crew work, I didn't feel I could honestly
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claim this credit since I relied so heavily on Bob's talents
for the lighting and Michael's efforts at directing crew. This
decision led to a cameraman's credit for myself and the elim
ination of the director of photography credit.
Although the first shoot was organized for six AM, it
didn't get going until about 8:45 AM. The momentum built
quickly. We accomplished eight MOS shots and some cutaways.
I felt a good rapport with our computer operator liason. We
literally worked around him. Contrary to my conversation with
Mr. Hopkins, I found that although the operator was somewhat
at my disposal, he was working and not there only to assist
the production. Production did have to stop to await his
attention numerous times.
I found the Arri blimp a problem to work with, very
bulky and at this particular shoot, unnecessary due to the
fact that the computer noise had changed our plans for
recording. At the time, we were going to record sync
presence but had decided later to utilize lavaliers for voice
recording. Sync presence was eliminated from MOS shots... ie-
equipment function noises were recorded separately and laid in
during the editing process as close to "sync" as possible.
I found that Michael maintained an energy in the crew
which also helped to keep me going. At this shoot, a
conversation with Bob brought me to the realization that
the shots were static and camera movement was a necessity
to help create a visual interest in the subject.
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We finally wrapped for the day ... everyone had a buzz
on from the early call. As I was emptying the magazine,
I did manage to successfully can the exposed footage but
left the magazine lid insecure and exposed the excess
footage. I dumped it into the garbage and scored it up
to the early hour and hard work. . .everyone is entitled to
one mistake and it wasn't the exposed footage.
It was a fairly successful morning and it looked like
David Runzo would work fine. I sent Byron Film Lab the
footage and a check for $100 to cover myself while they
checked my credit. Film was shipped PROCESS ONLY. On
my conservative budget , I deleted the NG takes and
returned the original for workprint and edgenumbers. It's
frustrating to wait two weeks to see what you've shot but
when shooting negative on a shoestring, there's not much
choice... or so I thought.
I had a little time to worry about the next shoot. Little
preplanning was done. Scheduling was a mental process.
I later realized the importance of maintaining a camera log. . .
although a hectic production schedule made it easier to forget.
The second shoot was for 5:30 AM with a new computer
operator /liason. Runzo was late. To put it mildly, I
began to worry. We called and he arrived as we hung up.
I found Michael lacking the energy of the previous shoot
and attempted to spark him and the rest of the crew for
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the shoot. Michael continually verbalized his concern for
continuity problems. We shot the first sync takes with
David and used the blimped Arri and lavalier mike. I had
to rely on the Bolex with MST motor for MOS, wide angle
shots since the Arri had no wide angle lense. The MST
afforded longer takes which were not possible with the
spring wind. The dolly shot in the computer room foyer
added the movement that I had contemplated from the
previous week and proved a point about camera movement
that you'll find in most film books but... seeing is
believing. It added the dynamics of a dramatic situation
that would have proven weak without utilizing this
simple motion.
After the shoot, again wrung out, I unloaded the
magazine. After securing the exposed footage, I turned
on the lights and this time found that I had completely
forgotten to return the lid to the magazine. . .another
150 feet of original down the drain. It was becoming
evident that my clarity of mind, after the turmoil of
these early morning shoots, was not at its maximum
potential. I would have to make a more diligent effort
to be careful with this procedure. Incidentally, viewing
the footage of the foyer convinced me that negative is
an ideal material for dramatic effect in lighting. Its
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latitude is truly amazing in comparison to reversal materials
Michael's attitude about continuity must have affected
me. The following week he had me rereading Mascelli's,
THE FIVE Cs to make me more aware of continuity problems
I was likely to encounter. After THE FIVE Cs, I found
THE FILM DIRECTOR by Bare indispensible for hints on
continuity and the psychology of dealing with actors,
rehearsing, etc. I used this book for reference often. . .
excellent information that I highly recommend.
During the interim, Michael, Carl (#1 production
assistant) and I arranged and shot printouts and closeups
of computer machinery at another location. Mike appeared
belligerent. He indicated that he thought I had a weird
way of framing and asked to reshoot a shot that I had
composed. I remembered my promise to let everyone
contribute and since we were not on a tight schedule, I
agreed. I said little but didn't feel a necessity to
justify my framing to the Assistant Director (although
I did discuss the shot later with Michael, my friend). For
the top secret printout shots, we had to use the Bolex at
48 fps to facilitate readability of the material racing out
of the machine. Unable to use the continuous 24 fps MST
motor for this effect, we were left to shoot the information
in three shots... each near maximum wind on the Bolex spring
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motor. A decision was made spontaneously regarding where
the cutaways of MARSHALL'S face would appear to separate
the printout material. Luckily, the timing worked perfectly,
The computer printout information rolled quickly enough
to appear realistic yet slowly enough to afford a basic
understanding of the information.
The next computer room shoot would involve two
*
actors and sync dialogue. New problems to solve...
most of which found their solutions as they were
encountered during production. The continuity situation
had become prominent in my mind. While preparing for this
shoot, I realized the value (if not the necessity) of
putting story boards on paper. Although having difficulty
drawing straight lines freehand, I could at least translate
my own scribblings and found that they helped me a great
deal in understanding movement through the set . Blocking
would create mike cable problems. Before the shoot,
the problems were worked out on paper and solved by the
addition of shots or restructuring of blocking. This
saved valuable time and unnecessary aggravation on the
set .
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Although fairly well planned, the next shooting session
seemed to go very slowly. Unexpected problems developed
with actors. More accurately, I should say my relationship
with them was not as comfortable. It seemed that our
computer operator (technical advisor) was asserting his
authority. A conflict of egos was apparent and this
created a rather uncomfortable situation. This condition
proved the necessity of learning to deal with a variety
of personalities. This was, however, handled gently as I
bit my tongue and waited for later to blow off steam.
During the shoot, the crew was given more responsibility
I had encountered an involvement with two actors for the
first time. It took time explaining their relationship
to one another and maintaining character and expressiveness
through the confusion of shooting out of sequence. All
shots included dialogue and sync sound. In retrospect,
some of the crew felt the shoot was the best yet . I can
only assume this was a result of the fact that more respon
sibilities were shared. At the time, I disagreed and was
dissatisfied with the morning's activity but since it became
evident that most of the problems I encountered this day
dealt with personality conflicts, perhaps it was just a bad
day for me... perhaps I wasn't ready to relinquish this
much responsibility. It was unplanned and became a matter
of necessity.
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During the following week, I had an opportunity to
show rushes to Dick Floberg, my other thesis advisor.
His attitude was most positive and my excitement was
contagious. We discussed the potential importance of
the film.
I scheduled a day to shoot exteriors and empty hall
ways for the title and introductory sequences. My hope was
to contrast the hustle bustle of rush hour with the solitude
one might experience in a massive downtown building after
hours. I knew a rather impressive building that I had
planned to use but once we arrived at the location with
the camera, the angles I had anticipated just weren't there.
Fortunately, new ones appeared but it made me realize the
importance of scouting a location before dragging equipment
and crew to a shoot. I had planned to use a nearby construction
site as a foreground but questioned my ability to convince
a foreman of the aesthetic importance of the shot. We just
walked in and were able to shoot the necessary footage
without confrontation.
The following week, I did my first sound transfer
of MARSHALL'S phone call. It was exciting to see the
first sync sound footage and made the film seem much
more a reality. Sync rushes are a rush.
Walter Pedano (PHIL) called early in the week to
notify me that he had the flu. I hoped he would have
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been over it by the coming Sunday shoot but I received
a call Saturday to tell me that he was still ill. I
asked if he could stand in for MOS shots or shots in
which he had no dialogue. It was a negative... I quickly
changed the shooting schedule from the sync two shots
I had planned, to two close ups of David. We took the
rest of the morning to reshoot some takes that were less
than effective when screened and caught up on some cut
aways that I found necessary after viewing rushes.
After being out of town for a few days, I returned
Friday night to find that I was missing some necessary
equipment that I had reserved for Sunday's shoot. The
Bolex with MST motor was checked out . This eliminated
shooting wide angle shots with a continuous motor. The
slate was gone but I fortunately had access to another.
I had counted on shooting the only shot in the film which
required three mikes but it didn't look possible for Sunday,
Bob was to contact Carl, who I left responsible for that
week's pre-production activities. He was to secure the
revolver, blanks, watchman's uniform and contact cast and
crew to notify them of the call time for the shoot. Carl
had only gotten the uniform and called a couple of the
people I needed... he had been sick all week. Carl was
one of the best members of my crew and he had proven his
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dedication to the project time and time again. . .but I
cursed him, I cursed Bob and cursed myself for letting
such a situation occur. What really aggravated me was
that the equipment situation was apparently the result of
"political"
motives among faculty members within the
department ... I was burning. .. literally out of control
of my faculties. The fact that everyone I cursed was
doing and had been doing me great favors never entered
my mind... I had lost control.
To add to this trauma, my graphic artist, who had
been providing production assistance as a secondary
function, had lost interest. He had missed the prior
shoot without notifying me but I had not realized why.
He didn't have the experience in film production and
as a result, I used him less. Although I counted on him
being there, he apparently didn't realize he was needed
and consequently lost enthusiasm as a production assistant,
It wasn't until much later that I realized he had lost
interest in the entire project. So, in the midst of all
the other problems, I had to play psychologist to maintain
my half-hearted graphic artist who I was depending on for
titles.
When Sunday morning arrived, I was very nervous about
the shoot. It would be my first encounter with a set
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full of actors... all five were to be shot in the sequence
with the live revolver ... it must have been in the stars...
the circuitry blew. The same circuits that had been
used previously were suddenly overloaded. It took 45
minutes for security to open the room that housed the
circuit board. I suddenly realized how late it was. I
suggested that Bob call the officer who was to bring and
supervise the shooting of the blanks. Bob called and
found him still at home. .. asleep. I was coming apart
by this time. The situation required an adjustment.
A shot list was prepared for the shots that would not
require a live pistol. To save valuable time, Michael
rearranged the shot list while I. ran the actors through
their blocking and lines. Incredibly, we got most of the
shots we had planned. Given the time in which they were
shot , it was more than we had accomplished at any other
shoot .
During the course of the morning, I also encountered
my first experience with the "writer on the
set" syndrome.
Either the prophecy was true or perhaps, in this instance,
Michael was a frustrated director being restricted to the
assistant director's function. While I was preparing the
camera for a shot, Michael recognized a discrepancy in
interpretation of the character of one of the agents.
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Michael suggested a directorial change in the way the scene
was to be played and I agreed but I had a job to finish at
the camera. Michael took it upon himself to explain the
change to the actor. This was not too disturbing but when
I approached to offer direction, Michael continued his
directorial concept of the scene. Ultimately, I had to
repeat and emphasize, in my own way, the method by which
the scene was to be played. This episode was, no doubt,
very confusing to the actor. I do respect Michael's
opinion on direction but the fact that I talked to him
later about the incident and found that he had expected
my adverse reaction, disturbed me. At the time, I thought
he was seeing how far he could push me. The main problem
was not mine or Michael's but how the actor related to
that situation. Although I think little problem was
created for the actor in this particular case, I began
to see some truth in the proverb, "keep the writer off
the set".
After the frustration of the gun business, I made
an appointment the next day with RIT's security. They
found a "responsibile" officer to bring a revolver and
perform supervision at the next shoot .
I also had opportunity to show rushes to Martin and
Dick (thesis advisors) during the following week. Their
criticisms were unexpected and although primarily academic,
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they bothered me. I respect both men's opinions very
highly but I couldn't agree with the problems they saw in
a subjective angle I had chosen. Bob Trussell helped me
through this first trauma of faculty criticism. He helped
me realize that people are people and each has their own
opinion. Bob helped me strengthen my reasoning and as a
result reinforced my justification for the shot.
This week also brought news that Reed Petty, my
soundman, who I had anticipated would be responsibile
for that entire aspect of production, would be leaving
town for a job interview. I didn't realize at the time
what effect that would have on the outcome of the production,
Fortunately, (so I thought) one of the grips had his own
Nagra and freelanced as a soundman for local producers.
Remember this proverb : A Nagra does not a soundman make .
This can be applied to all areas of production. Flashy
equipment is of minor importance when compared to
motivation and willingness to accept responsibility.
As we set up the next shoot , Bob was restricted by
having to make-up the entire cast. His other responsi
bilities were delegated elsewhere. My problems with
breaking in a new soundman began by giving him a different
model machine. I neglected to check takes for recording
quality as I had come to rely on Reed's judgement...
it was my fault for assuming. After several takes, I
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checked and found the recordings inaudible and unbalanced
between actors. The relationship with one of my major
crew members began to deteriorate. I magnified the problem
by not double checking with the soundman before allowing
a test blank to be fired. Through headphones, it devastated
his ears. I was concerned that it might have hurt him
seriously. It only hurt our compatibility.
Having difficulty using three mikes through a mixing
board that fed to the Nagra, we shifted to use only two
mikes connected directly to the recorder. The third
actor spoke directly into another player's mike. It
worked fine but the soundman interrupted after each take,
apparently uncertain of himself. To further complicate
the situation, the cast got giddy after several retakes
due to the sound problem. It was the first time I raised
my voice at cast and crew, feigning anger. It became
evident that I needed another direction to channel the
nervous energy on the set. I hoped that directing it
toward myself would help to cure the uncontrolled laughter
and giggles without effecting my control on the set. It
seemed to help.
Walter Pedano (PHIL) had made family plans for Mother's
Day and we rearranged the shot list to comply with his
request to leave early. Other cast members requested an
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early wrap-up since they wanted to spend the day with
their families. We tried to hurry, maintaining control.
I suggested working through lunch. Everyone agreed except
our computer operator who held the key to the set and
would not leave us alone in the facility. He insisted
on taking his hour. We had to break. The cast and crew
rushed through lunch so we could get back and complete
the shoot as soon as possible. The computer operator
took 1J hours. I desperately wanted to finish two shots.
This would complete our requirements for this set. I
apologized many times that day and thanked them all when
it was over... even calling one actor's wife to apologize.
It was at this final computer room shoot that Bob
Trussell displayed anger toward me. He had had his hands
full all day. Probably taking the heaviest work load of
all as make-up artist for the entire cast, lighting
director and in some cases, camera assistant. In
retrospect, I can understand his aggravation. I had him
arranging lighting in a most disorganized manner. It
required much more movement than necessary due to poor
planning of shot sequences. The day had taken its toll
on me and I had passed the buck to Bob. He was obviously
disturbed by the fact that I had caused him extra effort
by not doing my own homework. I had arranged the sequence
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for camera movement without taking lighting angles into
consideration. I learned a lesson from this experience but
was concerned that I had imposed unnecessarily on Bob's
good nature.
Michael discussed the possibility of having MARSHALL
pick up the gun for a shoot out with the hope that this
action could help stretch the production to a 27 minute,
m
half hour television format . I thought it would diminish
MARSHALL'S ability to gain audience sympathy if he displayed
overt aggression.
I also encountered a situation in which a disturbing
keystone effect appeared in the middle of a pan. It
was inevitable due to the incompatability of the dolly
mount and the fluid head. A wide angle pan was substituted
for the tighter shot to diminish the effect.
Michael was excited about the action sequences. I
shared his enthusiasm until I viewed the rushes. It
wasn't until then that I realized how weak it appeared
visually. . .unfortunately unconvincing. This is probably
the one concession that most affected the outcome of the
film but I couldn't face another shoot in the computer
room after being so psyched up when we wrapped the set .
It would have meant calling Mr. Hopkins again and re
scheduling the facility, asking cooperation from the
computer operator, who had obviously had enough, much
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less asking the full cast to reappear for another shoot...
a retake. Perhaps this might be unprofessional, but
after having imposed on their Mother's Day, I just didn't
have the fortitude to go through all that again.
Bob Dinkle was to bring the revolver to the loading
dock shoot. Another actor had a prior engagement planned
m
for mid-morning and could not be held up while we con
tinued trying to find Dinkle. The plan was to use the gun
in the loading dock which was set up and ready. In trying
to locate Dinkle, who had proven to be most reliable, we
called his wife. She indicated that he was out of town
and told us to contact the security agency which he was
to contact immediately upon his return. We had to let
the actor go to his appointment and delay the hallway
scene that was to be shot immediately after the loading
dock...we would have killed two birds with one stone by
having the revolver for these last two shots. Finally
Dinkle called and explained that a late departure of his
plane had caused his delay. We utilized the time to shoot
scenes without the gun. After going through a hassle
with Reel Image to get a Tegea wide angle lens by this
date for the hallway scene, we didn't use it. The lens
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did provide a most dramatic effect when we finally shot
David's slide toward the camera.
During the course of the loading dock scene, we lost
power to the camera and had to wait for a short battery
charge. The battery had apparently not been charged as
I was told. I noted that Michael had had to remind me
about crossing the "invisible action line"... a rather
elementary rule for cinematographers . I remember it
well because in the anxiety of the moment, I lost the
ability to determine where that line was located.
The 26mm lens for the Bolex would not focus...
student wear and tear along with lack of concern was no
doubt the problem. Dick Floberg and I, as graduate assistant,
had argued unrestricted equipment availability to students
at length. Incidents such as these made me a bit more
conservative.
I had an anxious moment with Michael over a delay
he caused which was a result of a lack in technical
know-how with a specific piece of equipment .. .he became
very angry when I noted the reason for the delay. I had
another experience with Bob getting peeved at my impatience
while I waited for him to light the set. The actors were
becoming very impatient at the extended schedule. All this
led to a very harrowing day of shooting.
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A few days later, my original soundman, Reed, returned
from his interview. He had been accepted for the
position. Although making himself available for the boiler
room shoot, he notified me that he would be unable to be
around for the mix.
The final shoot was to include the chase scene through
the hallways, MARSHALL'S descent down the spiral stairway
utilizing a wheelchair, and the complete boiler room scene.
We scheduled this for a weeknight. I had promised the
agent's wife that he'd be home by 9:30 PM and had hoped that
David, who had an important appointment the following day,
would be finished by 10:30 PM at the latest. Bob and I had
scouted the various hallway and boiler room locations earlier
in the day and felt that we had this final shoot well under
control .. .having finally learned the benefits of extensive
preplanning.
Crew call was set so that everything would be ready
when the actors arrived. David, Carl and I would shoot
two simple shots in one area while Bob and the rest of
the crew would complete preparations in the boiler room.
Although some minor problems occured with the lights,
the agent was able to leave on time as I had promised.
Setting up the wide angle Tegea shot took much longer
than I had anticipated (extended schedules had now
become the rule rather than the exception). When confronted
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with the slide toward the Tegea lens, David questioned his
ability to accomplish the action. . .more fearful of injury
than the aesthetic achievement. I had intentionally
delayed telling him about the details until the last
minute. I did the slide myself to prove it could be done
and David followed reluctantly ... for 3 takes as a matter
of fact.
Bob informed me that a 220 supply had blown one of
our 2K lamps and power was not available in the boiler
room. . .while investigating the problem, the entire boiler
room blew. We found the whole room to be on a single
circuit. It took quite a while to find the circuit
board and the situation was beginning to aggravate
everyone. Bob suggested that we find more power from
another area (we'd have to wait for help), correct the
blown circuits and reschedule the shoot... Bob noted that
David was loosing enthusiasm. I talked to David. He wanted
to call it a wrap but when I found that it would be a week
before he could participate again, I insisted on completing
the shoot. The Atlanta festival was still a primary concern.
I had imposed this far, so I thought a little more couldn't
hurt... I hoped David would thank me for getting it over with,
The boiler room took its toll. It was 90 degrees on
the floor and 130 degrees on the catwalk. The heat added
to the misery of the situation. We finally found power.
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Bob set lights with the juice that was available. It looked
beautiful. Dinkle ordered a pizza. .. everyone got a second
wind and it worked. It worked until 3 AM but the fact that
this shoot held together that long, under those circumstances,
is a compliment to all concerned.
Michael wasn't available for this shoot and I had asked
Bob to try to take some of the assistant director's
responsibilities. As you can imagine, under the circum
stances, he had no time. I found it difficult working
without an assistant as I had come to rely on a watchdog. . .
Michael. I neglected to shoot an alternative ECU of the
gun. I had wanted this shot since Dinkle was there and would
not be required for any of the other shooting dates. We
had already neglected shooting this ECU in the loading dock
and I had promised the author that I would provide this
shot as an alternative in editing. He had hoped that it
could be utilized to develop suspense as his script suggested.
Now Dinkle would have to be recalled when we were shooting
inserts and tit les... our final camera set-up.
As the footage returned from the lab, I tried to keep
up with a very rough cut, separating sequences with black
leader until I could fill in the holes... this would save
time when confronted with the massive editing job.
I scheduled the title and insert shoot and arranged
again for the gun. Bob had agreed to help me light the
shots. The ECU of the gun was staged before Dinkle
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arrived. I felt I owed him this convenience. It was
necessary to shoot the revolver several times due to
the short depth of focus resulting from the long lens
perspective we used to get the background out of focus.
We were careful to study the background in the previous
shot for light intensity and direction.
When we finally got around to shooting the line
negatives on which the titles were prepared, we found
them to be full of pinholes... a result of improper exposure
and development. I had given this responsibility to
my graphic artist, who you will remember, had already lost
interest in assisting the production. There were too many
pinholes for opaquing. . .we had to postpone the title
shoot .
That night I got some extra raw stock from Reel Image
for the second title shoot and picked up some slides at
Michael's for promo prints that would be required for entry
into the Atlanta festival. Mike appeared disturbed when
I arrived. He was apparently hurt by the fact that I
had neglected asking him to be in on the rough cut . I
explained that I felt it necessary to prepare the material
as it arrived to save time. In another conversation, in
which I raised my voice at him, his response was "don't act
like a director now". I assumed he was suggesting that I
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had appeared dictatorial on the set... this bothered me since
my own concept of my actions was the direct opposite of
Michael's interpretation. Perhaps I wasn't being as liberal
as I had thought. Later, Bob and I discussed this conversation
and although I never resolved the second question, Bob did
conclude that the writer need not be invited to participate
in the editing process but more appropriately to view the
interlock.
When the new graphics were finally prepared (after
continued harassment of my now totally uninterested
graphic artist), I decided to let Ron Mix shoot the titles.
He accomplished the title roll like a pro...which he is,
incidentally. We also had to recall Dinkle once again to
re-record the gunshots that were distorted in the sync
takes .
As the editing procedures approached a final cut,
there were two major problems I couldn't resolve. You
will note a change in screen direction at the CU of
MARSHALL noting the computer readout information and the
jump cut in the loading dock sequence. Both of these
errors could have been corrected if appropriate cut-away
materials were available.
Bob and I had discussed the mix extensively. He
offered valuable information as he had mixed his feature
recently. He strongly advised an early pre-mix might
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eliminate major difficulties in the final mix. Consumed
with editing and conforming procedures, I didn't take
his advice and as he warned, the mix became the greatest
trauma of all.
I had spent a total of about 35 hours in the editing
room thus far. It would take the same amount of time to
cut the final tracks and conform. The final cut was accomplished
less minor changes encountered while juxtaposing sound and
picture in preparation for mixing.
My rush to meet the Atlanta festival deadline dis
allowed proper planning and time to prepare tracks as
they should have been prepared for optimum effect.
Bob had suggested sound overlaps for dramatic effect.
This required some last minute changes.
It was an agonizing job. From my standpoint, as
director/cinematographer , the film was completed. I
was now confronted with a function that I had planned to
be my soundman's responsibility. As producer, I had to find
an answer .
I had asked my new soundman to take the responsibility
of mix. I am still uncertain if he couldn't or wouldn't.
I had gone as far as asking a faculty member to take this
ordeal out of my hands. .. certainly the result would have
been an improvement but my request was denied.
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It took three attempts over the course of a week to
accomplish the final mix. I found necessary supervision
at designated times but was left with the technical
function of dexterity at the mixing board. This could
be compared to learning to play a musical instrument and
performing within a week's time. I lost what I had
considered my professional attitude toward the production.
It seemed a necessity to accept what I recognized as an
inferior mix.
The conforming procedure, although time consuming, had
gone smoothly with only two major errors. I cut into two
frames of original that had to be guillotined and, as a
result, were printed through the tape, revealing a 1/24
second slice in the middle of the picture area. I kept the
room spotless to avoid lint on the original.
Off to the lab. . .now; out of my hands. The lab's
color analyzer was out of commission when the materials
arrived and delayed the answer print by nearly a week.
When it finally arrived, it was most gratifying.
The clean, new look of the print seemed incredible
in comparison to the weathered work print that I had
been viewing for months. There was a greatly increased
contrast .
The corrections were submitted to the lab with a
request to ship directly to the Atlanta festival. The
2-3 frames you will find missing sync were not recognized
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as a problem until I viewed the corrected print after
the festival. When viewing the answer, I had assumed it
to be a problem with the projector loop.
So ended this first attempt at dramatic cinema... in
many ways a great success... in many ways a failure... in
all ways an education. . .but most importantly, a step
forward in the progress of a filmmaker.
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CONCLUSION
It is rather difficult to draw a general conclusion
from this diary of events. The benefits are those that
I have drawn from the experiences outlined in this
thesis report.
For those who expected intellectually stimulating
content and style, I can only relate that this was not
my intent in undertaking this project. The learning
process of filmmaking is in the doing. My predominant
concern was developing my directorial abilities at
transposing another writer's words to the film medium
and using the cinematic elements to emphasize and
strengthen the plot. Having accomplished this production
by working out or working around spontaneous problems is
my gratification.
The straight format was an emulation of contemporary
television filmmaking which I found to be a stepping stone
for beginning to understand basic theatrical structure
in film. I am dubious as to the effectiveness of complex
plots and cinematic techniques in relaying messages to
the public at large. Perhaps a different approach than
the straight theatrical format could have heightened the
content and clarity of the plot but I am confident that
the examination of errors and successes in "CHECKS &
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BALANCES"
will improve future attempts at producing more
complex theatrical plots.
On job interviews and screenings for friends, I must
admit that I have grown tired of what I had once considered
my masterpiece. Each viewing has magnified the errors.
When reevaluating the entire experience, however, I find
that it was the most valuable exercise I have completed
in striving to understand the film medium. The friend
ships that have lasted through the years and the fond
memories of what were, at the time, agonizing hours have
strengthened my confidence. Now, I can look objectively
at the work. I have learned a great deal about myself
as a visual artist... it has contributed in a most positive
way to my creative development.
My attitude has changed completely in respect to dir
ectorial control. I have learned that attempting to control
too many production responsibilities results in stretching
your abilities beyond the point of effectiveness. Film
making is a group effort. A director's style may make a
film great but without a creative crew and cast avail
able for consultation, the greatness diminishes. I am
gratified that so many dedicated their efforts to what was
essentially my project and my demands. Throughout most of
the production, an air of professionalism was maintained and
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although on a minor scale, the business of film production
was adhered to professionally. An understanding of this
business aspect of production is a most important element
in the education of an aspiring producer/director.
Put simply, directing is a series of decisions...
many on the spur of a traumatic moment. Finding depen
dable personnel to take responsibilities is a necessity
*
in effectively functioning as director. You'll never
find a time during production when problems decrease.
Each shoot brings new problems with new decisions that
must be made immediately, intelligently and fairly to
all concerned. Creative compromise is essential. All
in all, the stimulation provides an intensive exercise
for the nervous system.
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